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Abstract

Interferometry and reflectometry measure phase of the transparent or the reflected wave to derive the

information on plasma density. Homodyne reflectometry for an interlock and transmissiometry for

sheet plasma measurements could be another class of microwave diagnostics which does not measure

the phase.

1. Homodyne reflectometry for an interlock

In helical system, neutral beam is usually injected to a target plasma produced by other methods. If the

neutral beam is injected to a very low density plasma most of the injected particles go to the wall

directly, so that they cause damage to the vacuum vessel wall. Thus, we need some kind of interlock of

NBI. Since the possibility of particles to hit the wall depends on density, a method to determine

whether the plasma has the density high enough to avoid such problems is appropriate. In contrast to

tokamaks, plasma current or stored energy can not be used as an indicator of target plasma in helical

systems. Interferometry is a standard diagnostic to measure density, but it requires appropriate signal

or data processing to provide real time density information. In addition, one must be careful to fix

integer fringe ambiguity, and it could be impossible to do it in some cases (e.g. after pellet injection).

Homodyne reflectometry has been proposed as a density interlock for NBI in LHD. It has the

possibility to satisfy the requirements as an interlock.

A reflectometer launches microwave to a plasma and measures returned wave which is reflected at a

cutoff in the plasma. In the case of ordinary mode (O-mode) the cutoff condition depends on the

density. For a given microwave frequency, the reflection occurs if the maximum density exceeds the

critical density for the frequency. This idea has been test with a homodyne reflectometer in Compact

Helical System (CHS). The frequencies 26.5, 32.5, 40 GHz were launched to the plasma from the

midplane along the major radius. The polarization is matched to have pure O-mode around the plasma

edge. In addition the same antenna is used to launch and receive the wave. When the maximum

density is below the critical density for the launched wave frequency, the system measures the wave of

interferometry path, in which the wave penetrates the plasma and reflected at the inner wall of the

vacuum vessel. At the initial phase of a discharge, the density is very low, and the homodyne signal
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show a large amplitude sinusoidal oscillation (Fig. l(a),(c)). This corresponds to the phase change of

the interferometry path. With the increase of density the amplitude decreases and the sinusoidal

oscillation disappears quickly. With the father increase of density fluctuating signals with much higher

frequencies grows. This signal arises from the wave reflected at the cutoff. This picture was confirmed

by comparing the signal behavior with the position (and/or appearance) of cutoff (Fig. l(b)), which is

calculated from the density profile obtained by a multi chord HCN laser interferometer. In order to

distinguish the slow oscillation due to inteferometry from the high frequency fluctuations due to

reflectometry a numerical frequency filter is applied to the signal. The frequency band is adjusted to

get clear contrast in the final signal before and after the appearance of cutoff (Fig. l(d)). Qualitatively

similar behavior are obtained in the other frequencies.

A homodyne reflectometer with the frequency 34.9 GHz has been installed into LHD. Figure 2 shows

a case where the reflectometer provided an interlock signal, by which NBI was terminated. The system

provides rms amplitude of the homodyne signal (Fig.2(b)). At the highest density, the radiation power

increased abruptly and the plasma collapsed. Then the density and the rms amplitude decreased.

When the rms amplitude became below a threshold level, the digital signal, which indicates the

existence of the cutoff, turned off. Then NBI was stopped.

2. Transmissiometry for sheet plasma measurement

Measurement of transmitted wave can be another class of microwave diagnostics in which phase is not

measured. When microwave propagate to a cutoff, the wave is reflected and it cannot pass through the

cutoff, because the region beyond the cutoff is an evanescent region where the wave is exponentially

damped. If the evanescent region is not too thick, the wave with a damped amplitude appears from the

opposite surface of the cutoff, and can propagate forward. In the following, we propose microwave

transmissiometry, in which microwave is injected perpendicularly to a sheet plasma, and the

transmissivity is measured to obtain density information.

The transmissivity can be represented by the Gamov's penetration factor, which is a function of

density profile for O-mode propagation. Let us consider a sheet plasma, and microwave is injected

perpendicularly. When the microwave frequency is well above the maximum plasma frequency the

microwave pass through the plasma. As the frequency decreases from the maximum plasma frequency

the transmissivity decreases quickly, and the reflectivity becomes almost 100%. The behavior of the

transmissivity can be represented by Gamov's penetration factor except the frequency around the

maximum plasma frequency. This is because the WKB approximation fails in this region. Figure 3

shows the transmissivity as a function of probing frequency for parabolic density profile with three
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different widths. One dimensional wave equation is solved to calculate transmissivity and plotted in

the same figure. These show good agreement. For parabolic profiles the transmissivity becomes a

straight line in the semi-logarithm scale. As the width increases the slope of the line becomes steep.

Figure 3 shows the principle of transmissiometer. When we measure the transmissivity with a

frequency swept source, we will obtain a curve similar to Fig3. The maximum density is obtained

from the frequency where the exponential curve and the flat line intersect. The information on the

profile will be obtained from the slope.

While a parabolic profile shows a line in the semi-logarithm scale, the curvature changes its sign as the

index of the profile passes the value 2 (Fig.4). Although this feather yields the possibility of getting

the profile shape, the determination of profile may be a complicated procedure.

In the following, several points which degrade the performance of transmissionmetry are listed. When

a plasma is thick, the slope in the exponential region becomes very steep. In this case the accurate

measurement will be difficult because of the accuracy in the frequency and because of the finite

dynamic range in transmissivity measurement. For given dynamic range and relative frequency

accuracy, the measurable width decreases with the frequency. Multi reflection causes another

difficulty in the measurement. If there exists significant level of multi reflection at the launching side,

both waves interfere, and the effective amplitude of the incident wave changes. The same effect could

happen in the transmitted region. These lead to an error in the measurement. Tilting the beam from

perpendicular direction to the plasma is one of the method to reduce the effect. However, it destroys

the one-dimensional configuration, and refraction causes new error in the measurement. Thus, the

multi reflection should be avoided by appropriate isolators. If inhomogeneity in the density and width

exists, the transmitted wave experiences different phase shift within the cross section of the beam, so

that refraction of the beam occurs. The refraction causes the wave to escape from the receiving

antenna, and it results in an error of the measurement. Semi-analytic study shows that mild

homogeneity in the width and density of the sheet is required to avoid the effect of refraction.

3. Summary

Homodyne reflectometry for an interlock and transmissiometry for sheet plasma measurement could

be another class of microwave diagnostics in which phase is not measured. They are characterized by

their simplicity. The former has been tested in CHS and applied to NBI interlock in LHD. It is

operated routinely. The feasibility of latter has been studied. And it is shown the target sheet plasma

should be thin, and it should have mild homogeneity along the sheet. Transmissiometry may be

applied to diverter plasmas and process plasmas.
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Fig.l Time behavior of line integrated density

(a), normalized radius of the cutoff position (b),

homodyne signal (c), rms amplitude (d).
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Fig.3 Transmissivity as a function of frequency

for parabolic density profiles with different

widths.
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Fig.2 Time behavior of line integrated density

and radiation power (a), rms amplitude,

interlock signal and NBI (b).
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Fig.4 Transmissivity as a function of frequency

for various density profiles with same FWHM.
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